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Abstract

Analysis and interpretation of the information present in a video stream from aerial surveys is
demanding and time-consuming even for experts. On-line video sequences acquired by cameras on
board of a small surveillance plane are very unstable. The brightness and contrast of the images are
rapidly changing due to fast changes in illumination and the content of the scene. The movement
of the small plane is non-uniform and it depends on the wind and other weather conditions.

As a first step facilitating visual interpretation, a dynamic adaptation of brightness and contrast
have been designed implemented. The method supoorts on-line visualisation, i.e. it runs at frame
rate. The improved quality of the video-stream may improve on-line decision-making of the operator
monitoring the video.

Secondly, stabilisation of camera movement is achieved. We implemented a method based on a
fast hierarchical search for point correspondences between consecutive images from video sequence.
Next, homographic transformation (planar perspective) of the images is estimated. After stabili-
sation, moving object are identified. Finally, objects of interest, whose models are automatically
built from example images, are recognised and localised. Detected objects could be highlighted (to
direct operator’s attention in the semi-automatic mode) or subsequences with the objects can be
selected from video record (automatic mode) for further inspection.

1 Introduction

We present three image processing methods for enhancement, stabilisation and interpretation of a video
stream originating from a low flying surveillance aircraft. The processing is intended to support both
off-line ex-post analysis and on-line visualisation and monitoring. Contrast enhancement, brightness
stabilisation, compensation of aircraft movements and detection of small moving objects are therefore
designed to operate at frame rate. The appearance-based object detection and localisation method is
slower and requires that the object of interest is in the field of view for at least a second.

This article is divided into three relatively independent sections:

1. Image contrast and brightness enhancement.

2. Motion compensation and moving object detection.

3. Object of interest detection.

In each section, a problem formulation is given and the adopted method is introduced. A brief
description of the implemented algorithm follows. All proposed methods are validated on real data
sequences origniating from an aerial surveillance flight.
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2 Image contrast and brightness enhancement

Changes of brightness and contrast are typical for image sequences obtained by cameras on board
of a small surveying plane. Operator should recognize and track objects of interest in large range of
brightness conditions. This task is demanding even for experts. Our goal is to automatically improve
the contrast and brightness of image sequences. Changes of illumination should be reduced in result
sequences and contrast should be enhanced at low contrast regions to utilize display devices.

2.1 Main ideas

There is many algorithm for improvement of contrast and brightness which are defined for gray scale
images. All these algorithms cold be described by brightness transformation function f(yW ). Bright-
ness of each pixel yW = YW (i, j) of input image YW is transformed by the function onto brightness of
pixel in output image y′

W = f(yW ). The algorithms are called Gray-scale transformations.
Definition of transformation function f(yG) is important for results of the algorithm. We can

identify three basic groups of transformations:

Position dependent corrections has the transformation function dependent on position of trans-
formed pixel. The transformations are used to eliminate systematic deformations of images (such
as aperture of lenses for example).

Global corrections has the transformation function defined globally for whole image (all pixels) in
accordance to global image properties.

Local corrections have transformation function which is based on neighbourhood parameters of
each pixel. The fixed or adaptive neighbourhood could be used. The transformations allow
grate modification of the input image but it could produced undesired artifacts in an output
sequence.

Our goal is to improve input images by stabilizing different lighting conditions. Especially we
would like to eliminate shadows of clouds and diffused light (mist). We should preserve and increase
local brightness changes. Due to this goal we focused on local brightness corrections.

Histogram equalization is representative of gray-scale transformation algorithm with nonlinear
transform function. The aim is to create an output image with equally distributed brightness levels
over whole brightness scale. Result of histogram equalization is presented on Fig. 1. Transformation
function could be constructed from cumulative histogram of an input image [13]. We must only
normalized the cumulative histogram by ratio of size of input image and number of gray levels in
an output image. The histogram equalization algorithm is used in both global and local brightness
corrections.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Result of histogram equalization. (a) Original image, (b) Image after histogram equalization.
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2.2 Our local histogram equalization algorithm

For solving our task the local histogram equalization was chosen. In the original algorithm the his-
togram and transformation function is computed for a defined neighbourhood of each point. The
neighbourhood is rectangle centered in tested point. The points are modified due to the locally
defined transformation function. The algorithm is time consuming because histogram should be com-
puted for each point. This approach is not suitable for on-line modification of video signal. Therefore
we star re-implementing the partially local histogram equalization.

In our case brightness transformation function is not establish for each pixel but for the whole
block of pixel in the given neighbourhood (Fig. 2a). To obtain smooth transformation function and
smooth result image we interpolate the output brightness by bilinear approximation. The brightness
level of each point is transformed by transfer function from 4 nearest neighbourhood blocks.

We found that concept of non-overlapping blocks produces observable artifacts on edges in input
image. The artifacts are generated by bilinear approximation of nonlinear functions.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Configurations of histogram equalization blocks. (a) Non-overlapped blocks, (b) Our block
overlapping.

We improve the algorithm by using overlapping blocks as shown on Fig. 2b. The transformation
function is computed in each overlapping block. Output brightness of each pixel is given by bilinear
approximation from 4 nearest block transfer functions. The 4 neighbourhood transfer functions are
functions of 4 blocks which covers a given point. This modification of the algorithm decreases the
approximation artifacts.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Enhanced histogram equalization. (a) Histogram of original image, (b) Modified histogram,
(c) Transform function.

Standard histogram equalization algorithm can rapidly change human interpretation of input im-
ages. Therefore the limited transformation function of gradient was implemented. The gradient
limitation is realized by reducing the number of histogram levels. Transformation function algorithm
is documented by Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows histogram of some local block. The histogram is limited
by level of clipping threshold. Then the minimal level of histogram is increased to preserve space of
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(a) original (b) threshold = 4

(c) threshold = 6 (d) threshold = 12

(e) threshold = 16 (f) threshold = 32

Figure 4: Results under different clipping threshold. Equalization neighbourhood is 8× 8 pixels.
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histogram (Fig. 3b). Transformation function is created as normalized cumulative sum of histogram
(Fig. 3c).

The threshold has direct influence on results and it’s understandability by human operator. The
threshold should be dynamically (on-line) set by operator in accordance to his experience, competence
and to a type of monitoring scene.

The local equalization algorithm for gray-level images was described in previous paragraphs. How-
ever the modification for color RGB images was required also. In such a case the color image
y = (yR, yG, yB) is transformed into gray level by equation

yW = 0, 299yR + 0, 587yG + 0, 114yB , (1)

at first, where yW is gray level of pixel and yR, yG, yB are color components of the pixel (red,green,
blue). The local equalization algorithm is applied on the gray levels. The algorithm could be described
as application an function y′

W = f(yW ), where y′
W is transformed gray level of pixel. The function is

implemented by amplification ratio. The technique is described by relation

y′ = [
y′

W

f(yW )
yR,

y′
W

f(yW )
yG,

y′
W

f(yW )
yB] , (2)

where fracy′
W f(yW ) is amplifying ratio which is applied on pixel color levels and y′ is transformed

RGB pixel.

2.3 Results of image enhancement

We present results of the mentioned algorithm on real images from aerial survey Fig. 4 (top-left).
Image Fig. 4 shows influence of clipping threshold on result. It is seen that the result images has
higher contrast, diffused light is suppressed and comprehensibility is preserved.

We implemented our algorithm in C language with partial assembler code. Our implementation
uses MMX extension of Intel assembler code to reach faster implementation. The implementation is
close to on-line (real-time) usage. The algorithm is able process 20 images per second on one processor
Intel P4 1GHz.

3 Moving object detection

Detection of small and slowly moving objects in a video sequence with strong background motion is
hard and demanding task for human operators. The aim of the proposed system is automatic detection
of such events. The main requirements posed on the system are detection of small moving objects,
marking the corresponding regions of interest and giving a warning to operator.

3.1 Introduction

Motion detection is one of classical tasks of video sequence analysis. The approaches assuming a static
camera were studied at first. Most of them are based on direct image comparison [5, 2]. These methods
are relatively simple and can be implemented in real-time systems. More sophisticated approaches
exploit more complex statistical models (e.g. Bayesian model, Markov Random Fields, etc.) [1, 11].
However the drawback of these algorithms is higher computational cost.

Assuming moving camera the task becomes more difficult since the camera motion should be
analyzed at first. Approaches to camera motion estimation can be sorted into three groups. Algorithms
from the first group model the image transformation between two frames by a homography or an affine
transformation ([9, 3, 12]). Algorithms of the second group track independently the interest points
and the camera motion is estimated afterwards from their pose changes ([14, 4]). The third group
of algorithms is based on optical flow analysis ([6]). From computational complexity reason the
algorithms of the first group are preferred for real-time applications.
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3.2 Basic concept

The developed algorithm consists of the following four steps:

1. Global motion estimation. The global/camera motion estimation consists in recovering ho-
mographies mapping pixels in successive frames.

2. Global motion compensation. Camera motion is compensated warping the images according
to the estimated homographies.

3. Suspected region detection. Images with compensated camera motion are analyzed and the
discrepancy regions are labeled as suspected regions.

4. Motion verification. The motion of suspected regions is verified by correlation in closed
neighborhood.

3.3 Camera motion estimation

Camera motion is modeled by a homography which maps two successive frames in the sequence. Using
homogeneous image coordinates the homography model can be written as x′

y′

z′

 = λH

 x
y
z

 , (3)

where [x, y, z] are homogeneous coordinates in image I, [x′, y′, z′] are coordinates in image J , λ is scale
factor and H is 3× 3 homography matrix.

For global illumination changes the following linear modeled is used

Jc(r, c) = uJ(r, c) + v, ∀ (r, c) , (4)

where J ,Jc denote intensity in the reference and compensated image respectively, u,v are model
coefficients and (r, c) are pixel coordinates.

The final estimation of the geometric and the intensity changes between image I and J is based
on a minimization of a quadratic error

∑
r,c

(
I(r, c)− uJ(r′, c′) + v

)2
, (5)

with respect to model parameters (i.e. with respect to H and u,v). The coordinates (r, c) and (r′, c′)
denote coordinates of corresponding pixels, i.e. their homogeneous coordinates (x, y, z) and (x′, y′, z′)
fulfill equation (3).

For solving the mentioned optimization task the tracking software from Imagineer System Ltd is
applied. 1 Since the system should detect also slowly moving objects it is impossible to compare just
the successive frames in the sequence. More time-distant frames should be analyzed. To achieve high
precision and stability, the two-level tracking system was designed (see Fig. 5).

In the first level only preliminary homographies are computed. They are computed frame by frame
on lower image resolution.

In the second level the final accurate homographies between more distant frames are estimated.
This estimation uses the preliminary homographies as an initial condition. The second level estimation
shouldn’t be executed for each frame in the sequence. The frequency of calling this routine can be
setup with respect to level of background motion. That saves computational cost significantly.

1The tracker was lent by Imaginneer System Limited, 40 Occam Road, Surrey Research Park, Guildford, GU2 7YG,
UK. The software was lent for laboratory experiments without charges.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Estimation of global motion, two-level tracking system. (a) The first level: Preliminary
estimation frame by frame on lower resolution. (b) The second level: Final accurate estimation of a
homography between distant images.

Figure 6: Example of two images from the input sequence.

3.4 Moving object detection

Applying the recovered homographies the stabilized image pairs with compensated global motion are
received (see Fig. 7). Thereafter the changes of intensity edges in the stabilized image pairs are
analyzed and preliminary selection of suspected regions is created (see Fig. 8).

The changes of image intensity edges did not have to arise just from the moving object. They
could appear also due to inaccuracy of camera motion compensation, strong 3-D character of the scene,
local illumination changes etc. Therefore motion verification should follow. The motion verification
is accomplished by correlating a given image patch around an expected position. Only regions with
significant motions are selected as a moving objects (see 9).
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Figure 7: Stabilized image pair.

Figure 8: Suspected regions: intensity edges being found only in one of compensated images.

3.5 Conclusion

The developed algorithm detects moving objects of different speeds. The minimal detected speed
corresponds to change in pose around 0.3 pixel per frame. The maximal detected speed is around 3
pixels per frame. The algorithm can be implemented as a real-time application on standard personal
computer.
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Figure 9: Detected moving objects: red and blue color denote position change of detected object in a
given image pair.

4 Real-time decision support in on-line video analysis
by event visualization

4.1 Introduction

On-line event detection in a video stream, e.g. coming from and unmanned reconnaissance aircraft, is
a demanding task requiring full attention of the operator. Maintaining long-term attention produces
fatigue and consequently results in mistakes typically of the ’false negative’ type, i.e. some events of
interest are overlooked and not reported. In this section we show how an object recognition system
based on state-of-the-art computer vision technology can support the decision-making process. In
our case, presence of certain objects of interest in the field of view is the event to be detected. The
detection system is not intended to take over the control of the decision making process. Its output
is used to highlight areas were objects of interest are supposedly present. Operator’s attention can
be attracted both by a visual and acoustic signal. We will not discuss in any detail strategies for
operator–detection system co-operation, like prevention of operator’s over-reliance on the decision
support system. The rest of this section describe in some the detail the capability and structure of
the object recognition system. We first present experiments demonstrating its utility of the object
recognition system. For the interested reader, details of the operation of the system and reference to
relevant literature are given.

Figure 10: Object I. Figure 11: Object II. Figure 12: Object III.

4.2 Detecting and highlighting objects of interest

Let us consider the following scenario. Before a reconnaissance flight, we are given a set of prototypical
images of some object of interest. Examples of such prototypical images are shown in Figs. 10,11 a 12.
The spatial arrangement of the objects may or may not be of importance. During on-line analysis of
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the video stream (or later, during off-line analysis) it desirable to detect and localize all instance of the
objects seen in the photos. Naturally, the orientation and scale of the images can significantly differ
between the example photos and the video stream. So our objective is: given a set of example photos
and video sequence to be process, detect all frames in the video that are likely to include instances of
the objects of interest,and highlight the area where the objects are located.

Figure 13: Sequence I (terrain).

We have applied the Local Affine Frames method developed by Matas and Obdrzalek [8, 7, 10]
to this problem. The output of the system for two video sequences is shown in Figs. 13 and 14. As
training material, only the depicted images in Figs. 10, 11 and 12 were given , no manual segmentation
of the objects of interest was needed. Looking at Fig. 13 we see that system first localized object I
and later object II. The areas where matches between the example photo and the video frame were
found are enclosed in a color boundary. Each matched object is highlighted too. The object of interest
I is localized already in the second frame of the sequence, when only its part is visible. The behavior
demonstrates robustness of the recognition algorithm to partial occlusion. In a second example, object
of interest III, a house, is detected and localized in a sequence of images of an urban area (see Fig.
14). Again, the object of interest is detected in all frames. Note that the recognition algorithm
correctly ignores numerous similar structures (other houses) in the images and it is not influenced by
the rotation of the aircraft.

A snapshot of the operator console is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The number of the training photo
that matched is displayed in the bottom left part of the operator’s console together with the confidence
measure of the match. The matching photo is retrieved from the database and it is presented to the
operator to visually check the match. If no match is found, the ’detected photo’ part of the screen is
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Figure 14: Sequence II (city).

left blank, see Fig. 16. The number of objects the system can watch for is theoretically not limited, but
the speed of the system is inversely proportional to the number of objects. At present, it is practical
to have about ten photos in the ’watch list’.

From the operator’s point of view, the recognition system has the following properties: 1. fully
automatic preparation of prototype photos, 2. scale and rotation invariant detection, 3. insensitivity
to background and illumination changes. 4. it is intended to support operators decisions by visualizing
potentially interesting areas of the image.

4.3 Recognition by matching of Local Affine Frames on Distinguished Regions

The structure of the approach is schematically shown in Figure 17. The method can be described
here only superficially, interested reader is referred to [8, 7, 10]. As a starting point, the algorithm is
given a ’database’ image the example photo in our case, and a ’query image’ say some frame of the
surveillance video. The addressed problem can be stated as: is there a part of the database image
that matches part of query image? Of course, as clearly seen in in Figure 17, the query and database
image can be projectively distorted (anisotropic change of scale, rotation, translation and perspective
effects), some parts maybe occluded and illumination may differ. The processing of the two images
is identical, i.e. the process is symmetric. In step (1), the so called distinguished regions are found.
Distinguished regions are parts of the image that can be reliably segmented irrespective of the viewing
and illumination conditions. We see in Figure 17, that the distinguished region corresponding to the
head of the sheep is segmented in the same way both in the query and database image, regardless
of the big (more than threefold) scale change. In step (2), three point local affine frames are found
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on each distinguished region by processes that are invariant to affine transformation of the region.
Putting the triplets of points into canonical positions (step 3), normalized local patches are obtained.
Such normalized patches can be matched by standard correlation technique. The localization of the
query is achieved as shown in part (4) of Figure 17. Areas where multiple local affine frames are
matched is found and highlighted.

Figure 15: Snapshot of operator’s console. Object detected and highlighted.

Figure 16: Snapshot of operator’s console. No object detected.
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Figure 17: Structure of the Local Affine Frames method.

5 Conclusion

We have presented methods for contrast enhancement, brightness stabilisation, compensation of air-
craft movements and detection of small moving objects and an appearance-based object detection
and localisation method. All methods were implemented and tested on experimental realistic data
acquired during aerial surveillance. The contrast enhancement and motion stabilisation procedures
were assessed by professional image interpreters who confirmed their usefullness. With the exception
of appearance-based recognition and localisation, the process run in real-time and thus support on-line
visualisation as well as post flight analysis.
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